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MEASURABLE MOTIVIC SITES
ANDREW R. STOUT
Abstract. We develop a universal theory of relative simplicial motivic mea-
sures.
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1. Introduction
We introduce the notion of a relative limit simplicial partial motivic site and a
corresponding notion of motivic measurability which specializes to the notion of
finite schemic motivic measures of H. Schoutens and the notion of infinite schemic
motivic measures of the author. The advantage to working with simplicial motivic
sites is that it opens up the possibility of defining the correct notion of the motivic
measure of any derived stack which has some reasonable finiteness conditions. This
work was partially supported by the Chateaubriand Fellowship.
2. Grothendieck rings of simplicial motivic sites
Let ∆ be the category whose objects are finite, non-empty, totally ordered sets
rns “ t0, 1, . . . , nu and whose morphisms are order preserving functions. Let Fatκ
be the category of connected schemes which are finite over a field κ. We call an
element of Fatκ a fat point over κ. Let ∆
o be the opposite category of ∆. We
denote the category of all covariant functors ∆o Ñ Fatκ by sFatκ, and we call an
object in this category a simplicial fat point over κ.
We denote by sShκ the category of separated simplicial schemes of finite type
over a field κ. We say that a functor X : Fatκ Ñ sSet is a simplicial presieve and
we say that a simplicial presieve is a F -simplicial sieve if there is a natural incusion
of functors
(1) X ãÑ X˝F :“ HomκpF p´q, Xq
1
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for some covariant functor F : Fatκ Ñ sFatκ and where X P sShκ. We say that
X is an F -ambient space of X.
2.1. Remark. There are many important functors from Fatκ to sFatκ. First, we
have the trivial functor which sends a fat point m to the functor rns ÞÑ m. We
denote this functor by p´q‚. Second, we have the restriction of the fiber functor,
denoted by p´qfib : Shκ Ñ sShκ defined by sending Y P Shκ to the functor
rns ÞÑ Y ˆκ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆκ Y (n ` 1- fold product). Finally, we have the restiction of
the symmetric functor, denoted by p´qsym : Shκ Ñ sShκ, defined by sending
Y P Shκ to the functor rns ÞÑ pY qfibprnsq{Sn`1 where Sn`1 is the permutation
group on n` 1 letters.
The definitions and results of this paper do not depend on the choice of functor
F unless otherwise stated. In the interest of simplicity, we will restict our attention
to the trivial functor. We will say that a simplicial presieve is a simplicial sieve if
it is a p´q‚-simplicial sieve. We will call a p´q‚-ambient space of a simplicial sieve
an ambient space. Lastly, we define X˝, X˝fib, and X
˝
sym to be the functors X
˝
p´q‚
,
X˝p´qfib , and X
˝
p´qsym
, respectively.
Given two simplicial sieves X and Y, we form the simplicial sieves XˆY and X\Y
as follows. Each fat point m P Fatκ, determines functors Xpmq,Ypmq : ∆
o Ñ Set.
Thus, for each σ P ∆o, we may define
pXpmq ˆ Ypmqqpσq :“ Xpmqpσq ˆ Ypmqpσq
pXpmq \ Ypmqqpσq :“ Xpmqpσq \ Ypmqpσq
(2)
since Xpmqpσq and Ypmqpσq are just sets. The reader may check that these are
indeed simplicial sieves.
Given two simplicial sieves X and Y which share the same ambient space X ,
we form the simplicial sieves X Y Y, X X Y as follows. Each fat point m P Fatκ,
determines functors Xpmq,Ypmq : ∆o Ñ Set. Thus, for each σ P ∆o, we may define
pXpmq Y Ypmqqpσq :“ Xpmqpσq Y Ypmqpσq
pXpmq X Ypmqqpσq :“ Xpmqpσq X Ypmqpσq
(3)
since Xpmqpσq and Ypmqpσq are just sets. The reader may check that these are
indeed simplicial sieves.
Given two simplicial sieves X and Y, we say that a natural transformation ν :
Y Ñ X is a morphism of simplicial sieves if given any morphism of simplicial
schemes ϕ : Z Ñ Y such that impϕ˝q Ă Y, there exists a morphism of simplicial
schemes ψ : Z Ñ X with X Ă X such that the following diagram commutes
Z˝
ϕ˝

ψ˝
((◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
Y
ν
// X


// X˝
This forms the category1 of simplicial sieves which we denote by sSieveκ.
2.2. Remark. Note the functors p´q‚, p´qfib, and p´qsym defined in Remark 2.1
extend to functors Sieveκ Ñ sSieveκ in the natural way.
1This follows mutatis mutandis from page 12 of [1].
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2.3. Construction. Given a morphism s : Y Ñ X in sSieveκ and a simplicial
subsieve X 1 Ă X, we define the pull-back of X 1 along s, denoted by s˚X 1, as the
simplicial subsieve defined by
(4) spmq´1X 1pmq : ∆o Ñ Set .
If X P sSieveκ and X is an ambient space of X, we say that a subsieve of X is an
admissible open of X if it is of the form X X U˝ where U is an open subset2 of X .
Note that this definition does not depend on the ambient space of X. We say that
a morphism s : X Ñ Y in sSieveκ is continuous if the pull-back of an admissible
open along s is again an admissible open.
We say that a subcategory !ם of sSieveκ is a simplicial motivic site if it is closed
under products and if the set
(5) !ם|X :“ tX P !ם | X Ă Xu
forms a lattice with respect to Y and X for each X P sShκ. We say that a
morphism s : Y Ñ X in a simplicial motivic site !ם is a !ם-homeomorphism if it is
continuous and bijective whose inverse is also continuous.
2.4. Construction. This allows us to form the grothendieck ring Grp!םq in the
following way. We denote the isomorphism class (defined as a !ם-homeomorphism)
of X P !ם by xXy. Then, we denote by Grp!םq the free abelian group generated by
xXy modulo the scissor relations
(6) xX Y Yy ` xX X Yy ´ xXy ´ xYy
when X and Y share the same ambient space X . We denote by rXs the residue class
of xXy in Grp!םq and for simplicity write rXs for rX˝s. We define multiplication on
Grp!םq by rXs ¨ rYs :“ rX ˆ Ys.
2.5. Remark. Note that the equivalence class of the functor rns Ñ H is 0 in Grp!םq,
and the equivalence class of the functor rns Ñ Specpκq is 1 in Grp!םq. Therefore,
it is natural to define the simplicial leftschetz motive to be the equivalence class of
the functor rns ÞÑ A1κ in Grp!םq if this functor is !ם-homeomorphic to an element of
!ם. We will denote the simplicial leftschetz motive by L‚ or sometimes just simply
L if there is no risk in confusing it with its schemic counterpart.
2.6. Proposition. Let F be any functor from Sieveκ to sSieveκ such that the
induced map of sets gF : Grp!םq Ñ GrpF p!םqq defined by gF prXsq :“ rF pXqs is such
that gF p0q “ 0 and gF p1q “ 1. Then, gF is a ring homomorphism. In particular,
this holds for the functors defined in Remark 2.2, and moreover, in this case, gF is
injective.
Proof. This follows from Equations 2 and 3 and by construction of the grothendieck
ring. 
We write g‚, gfib and gsym for the injective ring homomorphisms induced by
p´q‚, p´qfib, and p´qsym, respectively. Note that g‚ and gfib induce injective ring
homorphisms from Grp!םq
L
to GrpF p!םqq
L‚
.
2Of course, the notion of an open set is relative to choosing grothendieck topology τ on the
category Shκ. For simplicity, we choose τ to be the zariski topology; however our results hold
for general τ.
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2.7. Theorem. Let !ם be a simplicial motivic site. Then, for all n P N, τnp!םq is
a motivic site. For all n P N, there is a surjective ring homomorphism hn from
Grp!םq to the simplicial category of the category corresponding to the grothendieck
ring Grpτnp!םqq.
Proof. It is clear that τnp!םq is a motivic site. Temporarly, let C denote the linear
category with only one object A such that MorCpA,Aq is the set of elements of
Grpτnp!םqq with composition defined via multiplication in Grpτnp!םqq. Let F and
G be two covariant functors from ∆o to C. We define the functor F `G by
pF `Gqpσq “ A @σ P ∆o
pF `Gqptq “ F ptq `MorCpA,Aq Gptq @t PMor∆opσ, σ
1q, @σ, σ1 P ∆o ,
(7)
and we define the functor F ¨G by
pF ¨Gqpσq “ A @σ P ∆o
pF ¨Gqptq “ F ptq ˝MorCpA,Aq Gptq @t P Mor∆opσ, σ
1q, @σ, σ1 P ∆o .
(8)
From this, it is clear how one defines F ´ G and F {G. It is easy to check that
the covariant functors ∆o Ñ C are indeed a small category whose objects form a
commutative ring with a unit under the operations defined above.
Let t P Mor∆opσ, σ
1q where σ and σ1 are arbitrary. We define a hn : Grp!םq Ñ C
by sending rX‚s to the functor t ÞÑ rXns. Clearly, hnp0q “ 0 and hnp1q “ 1.
Furthermore, when X‚ and Y‚ are disjoint sieves with the same ambient space,
hnprX‚s ` rY‚sq is the functor t ÞÑ rpX ` Y qns which according to Equation 7 is
the same as adding the functors t ÞÑ rXns and t ÞÑ rYns. Likewise,
(9) hnprX‚s ¨ rY‚sq “ hnprX‚ ˆ Y‚sq “ t ÞÑ rXn ˆ Yns
where the far right-hand side is the same as the multiplication of the functors
t ÞÑ rXns and t ÞÑ rYns according to Equation 8. Thus, hn is a ring homomorphism
which is clearly surjective for all n.
Let X‚ P !ם be such that it is not !ם-homeomorphic to the empty simplicial sieve.
This means that for some n, Xn is not the empty sieve. By choosing this n, the
injectivity of hn follows. 
2.8. Remark. Let X‚ P !ם be such that it is not !ם-homeomorphic to the empty
simplicial sieve. This implies that for some n, Xn is not the empty sieve. Thus,
the kernel of hn is all X P !ם such that Xn “ H. When hn is injective for some n,
we say that !ם is strictly schemic. Clearly, if !ם “ p!ם
1
q‚ where !ם
1
is some schemic
motivic site, then !ם is strictly schemic.
2.9. Remark. Let !ם be a motivic site such that the collection of functors rns ÞÑ
Lqpnq, where q : NÑ N is any set map, whose equivalence classes which lie in !ם are
such that they form a multiplicatively stable set S. By somewhat abusing notation,
we will denote by Grp!םq
L‚
the localisation of Grp!םq at the multiplicatively stable
set formed from the equivalence classes in Grp!םq of elements of S.
2.10. Corollary. Let !ם be a motivic site such that the collection of functors rns ÞÑ
Lqpnq, where q : NÑ N is any set map, whose equivalence classes which lie in !ם are
such that they form a multiplicatively stable set S. Then for all n P N, hnpL‚q “ L
where hn is the ring homomorphism defined in the proof of Theorem 2.7. Thus,
for all n P N, hn induces a surjective ring homomorphism from Grp!םqL‚ to the
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simplicial categry of the category corresponding to the localised grothendieck ring
Grpτnp!םqqL.
3. Simplicial adjunction
For a noetherian scheme V , we denote by ShV the category of separated schemes
of finite type over V . If X “ SpecpRq with R a finite OV -module, then we say that
X is a fat V-point. We denote the category of fat V -points by FatV .
Let V and W be two noetherian schemes. We say that there is a schemic
adjunction relative to the pair pV,W q when there are functors
ν : FatV Ñ FatW
∇ : ShW Ñ ShV
(10)
such that there is a natural bijection
(11) Θ : MorW pνpmq, Xq Ñ MorV pm,∇pXqq
for each X P ShV .
Let j : m Ñ κ be the structure morphism of a fat point m P Fatκ. We have a
functor j˚ : Fatκ Ñ Fatm defined by j
˚
z :“ zˆκ m for z P Fatκ for which there is
the schemic agmentation functor ∇j˚ which is the schemic adjunction to j
˚. We
also have a functor j˚ : Fatm Ñ Fatκ defined by sending t : zÑ m to j ˝ t : zÑ κ.
There is also the schemic dimunition functor ∇j˚ which is the schemic adjunction
to j˚. The details of this can be found in §3 of [2].
We define the schemic arc functor ∇m to be the composition
(12) ∇m :“ ∇j˚ ˝∇j˚ .
For each m P Fatκ, we introduce the F -simplicial arc operator
(13) ∇q F
m
: sSieveκ Ñ sSieveκ
defined by sending a simplicial sieve X‚ to the functor rns Ñ∇n
F
m
X‚ where
(14) ∇n Fm X‚ :“ ∇F pmqnXn
and where F : Sieveκ Ñ sSieveκ is any covariant functor and where ∇F pmqn is the
arc operator defined in §4 of [2] with F pmqn :“ F pmqprnsq P Fatκ.
3.1. Remark. Note that the face and degeneracy maps of the simplicial sieve ∇q Fm X
are induced from applying the arc operator to the face and degeneracy maps of X.
3.2. Remark. Following Remarks 2.1 and 2.2, we denote ∇q m,∇
q fib
m ,∇
q sym
m for the arc
operators ∇q p´q‚
m
,∇q
p´qfib
m ,∇
q
p´qsym
m , respectively. They are called the simplical arc
operator, fiber simplicial arc operator, and the symmetric simplicial arc operator,
respectively. We will usually restrict our attention to the simplicial arc operator.
4. Limit simplicial sieves
Previously, there have been two approaches to schemic motivic integration. We
have the theory of finite schemic motivic integration which was developed by Hans
Schoutens in [1] and [2]. We call this theory finite because it measures truncated
arc spaces. The author of this paper developed in [3] the beginnings of a theory of
infinite schemic motivic integration which measured the volume of arc spaces over
certain types of limit points. The goal of this section is to generalize the theory of
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[3] which will inturn subsume the approach of finite schemic motivic integration.
To wit, we must develop the theory of limit simplicial sieves.
In §7 of [2], a partial relation on Fatκ was introduced. This is defined as m
1 ď m
if m1 is a closed subscheme of m. We say that a subset X of Fatκ is a point system
and that the direct limit z of elements of X in the category of locally ringed spaces
is a limit point. We denote the full subcategory of locally ringed spaces formed by
fat points over κ by yFatκ.
This allows us to form the limit (simplicial) arc operator ∇q z relative to a limit
point z “ inj limX to be the projective limit of functors ∇q m where m P X.
4.1.Definition. Let X P sSieveκ. Let z PyFatκ and choose a point system X such
that z “ inj limX. For each m P X, let Xm P sSieveκ be such that there is natural
inclusion
(15) Xm ãÑ∇
q
m X .
We define X‹ :“ proj limXm and call it a limit simplicial sieve at the point z with
respect to the point system X. We call X the base of X‹.
4.2. Remark. Given two limit simplicial sieves X‹ and Y‹, we may form X‹ ˆ Y‹
and X‹ \ Y‹ in analogue to Equation 2, and we may form X‹ Y Y‹ and X‹ X Y‹ in
analogue to Equation 3.
4.3. Remark. Given two limit simplicial sieves X‹ and Y‹, we may form X‹ ˆ Y‹
and X‹ \ Y‹ in analogue to Equation 2, and we may form X‹ Y Y‹ and X‹ X Y‹ in
analogue to Equation 3.
We form the category of limit sieves, denoted by LsSievesκ, whose objects are
functors
(16) X‹ : Fatκ Ñ sSet
where X‹ is a limit sieve at some point z PyFatκ with respect to some point system
X and where X is the base of X‹, and whose morphisms are of the form
(17) f‹ : X‹ Ñ Y‹
where f : X Ñ Y is a morphism of simplicial sieves and where f‹ “ proj lim fm is
defined as usual except that the morphisms fm should form a commutative diagram
with the inclusions in Definition 4.1 and the morphism ∇q m X Ñ∇
q
ppmq Y induced
by f where p is the morphism of point systems induced by f‹. In other words, we
should have the following commutative diagrams
Xm
fm



// ∇q m X

Ym


// ∇q ppmq Y
in the category sSieveκ for all m P X.
4.4. Example. An important example of a limit simplicial sieve is what we call a
limit simplicial scheme. This occurs when the base X of a limit simplicial sieve
X‹ P LsSievesκ is isomorphic to a simplicial scheme X P sShκ and where Xm is
isomorphic to ∇q m X for each m P Fatκ. This implies that X‹ is isomorphic to ∇
q
z X
in LsSievesκ where z “ inj limX. We denote the full subcategory of LsSievesκ
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whose objects are all limit simplicial schemes by LsShκ. Thus, by Definition 4.1,
every limit simplicial sieve X‹ is naturally contained in a limit simplicial scheme;
we call such a limit simplicial scheme an ambient space of X‹.
4.5. Example. Another important example of a limit simplicial sieve is what we
call a finite simplicial sieve. This occurs when the limit point m is in fact an
element of Fatκ, or, equivalently, the point system X is just a finite set. Thus, a
limit simplicial sieve in this case is just a simplicial sieve of the form ∇q m X where
m is any fat point over κ. In particular, by choosing m “ Specpκq, we can see that
sSieveκ is a full subcategory of LsSievesκ as ∇
q
Specpκq X “ X for any simplicial
scheme X.
4.6. Construction. We describe the analogue of Construction 2.3 below. Given a
morphism s : Y‹ Ñ X‹ in LsSievesκ and another limit simplicial sieve X
1
‹ Ă X‹,
we define the pull-back of X 1‹ along s, denoted by s
˚X 1‹, as the simplicial subsieve
defined by
(18) spmq´1X 1‹pmq : ∆
o Ñ Set .
If X‹ P LsSievesκ and X is an ambient space of X‹, we say that a subsieve of X‹
is an admissible open of X‹ if it is of the form X‹ X U
˝ where U is an open set of
X . Note that this definition does not depend on the ambient space of X‹. We say
that a morphism s : X‹ Ñ Y‹ in LsSievesκ is continuous if the pull-back of an
admissible open along s is again an admissible open.
We say that a subcategory !ם of LsSievesκ is a limit simplicial motivic site if it
is closed under products and if the set
(19) !ם|X :“ tX‹ P !ם | X‹ Ă Xu
forms a lattice with respect to Y and X for each X P LsShκ. We say that a
morphism s : Y‹ Ñ X‹ in a simplicial motivic site !ם is a !ם-homeomorphism if it is
continuous and bijective whose inverse is also continuous. This allows us to form
the grothendieck ring Grp!םq in analogue to Construction 2.4.
4.7. Definition. We say that a limit simplicial sieve X‹ is measurable if there is a
non-negative real number Q such that
(20) µ„
z,X,QpX‹q :“ ulimrXmsL
´rQ¨dim∇q mX s
is an element of the image of the diagonal ring homomorphism
(21) GrpsSieveκqL‚ Ñ
ź
„
GrpsSieveκqL‚
where „ is some ultrafilter3 on X which defines the term on the right-hand side
of Equation 45 as an ultra-limit. Here L´rQ¨dim∇
q
mX s is defined to be the multi-
plicative inverse of the equivalence class of the simplicial scheme defined by rns to
A
´rQ¨dim∇n mX s
κ . We denote the full subcategory of LsSievesκ whose objects are
all measurable limit simplicial sieves as MsSievesκ.
3Clearly, if X is finite, then all ultrafilters are principle. Thus, the ultra-power would be
isomorphic to one of its factors. This is exactly what we want as it coincides with the finite
motivic measures found in [2].
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4.8. Theorem. The category MsSievesκ is a partial motivic site which is sup-
ported on every measurable limit simplicial scheme. Therefore, we may form its.
Therefore, we may form its grothendieck ring GrpMsSievesκq.
Proof. It is obvious that MsSievesκ is closed under products. A measurable limit
simplicial scheme X is an element of both LsShκ andMsSievesκ. It is clear then
that for such an X ,MsSievesκ|X is a distributive lattice formed containingH and
X as minima and maxima, respectively. 
4.9. Remark. It should be noted that the notation LsSievesκ|X andMsSievesκ|X
mirrors that of [1], yet it does not follow that notation exactly. Nothing essential
changes by passing to limit sieves vis-a-vis forming the associated Grothendieck
rings of limit sieves and measurable sieves.
5. Grothendieck ring of a relative limit simplicial motivic site
5.1. Definition. Let !םκ be a limit simplicial (partial) motivic site. Let S be a
simplicial sieve. We define !םS to be the full subcategory of !םκ whose objects X‹
are naturally contained in S‹ ˆ pA
n
κq
˝ for some nonnegative integer n and for some
limit simplicial sieve S‹ P !םκ with base S such that there is a !םκ-morphism of limit
sieves j : X‹ Ñ S‹ which commutes with the projection morphism S‹ˆpA
n
κq
˝ Ñ S‹.
We call j the structure morphism. Since LsSievesκ and LsShκ, we may form the
categories LsSievesS and LsShS , respectively, for any simplicial sieve S. We
call objects in these categories limit simplicial S-sieves, limit simplicial S-schemes,
respectively. Likewise, we may form the category MsSievesS of measurable limit
S-sieves.
5.2. Remark. Using Example 4.5, we can easily define the categories of simplicial
S-sieves and simplicial S-schemes denoted by sSieveS and sShS , respectively,
for any simplicial sieve S. Moreover, the full subcatgories of Sieveκ formed by
τ0psSieveSq and τ0psShSq define the notion of S0-sieves and S0-schemes, respec-
tively, where S0 is any element of S0 P Sieveκ.
5.3. Definition. Given a morphism s : Y‹ Ñ X‹ in LsSievesS and a simplicial
S-subsieve X 1‹ Ă X‹, we define the pull-back of X
1
‹ along ν, denoted by s
˚X 1‹ as the
simplicial S-subsieve defined by
(22) spmq´1X 1‹pmq : ∆
o Ñ Set .
If X‹ P LsSievesS and X is an ambient space of X‹, we say that a subsieve of X‹
is an S-admissible open of X‹ if it is of the form X‹ XU
˝ where U is an open set of
X . Note that this definition does not depend on the ambient space of X‹. We say
that a morphism s : X‹ Ñ Y‹ in LsSievesS is S-continuous if the pull-back of an
S-admissible open along s is again a S-admissible open. We say that a subcategory
of !ם of LsSievesS is a limit simplicial S-motivic site if it is closed under products
and for any X P LsShS , !ם|X is a complete latice with respect to Y and X. We say
that a morphism s : Y‹ Ñ X‹ in a simplicial motivic site !ם is a !ם-homeomorphism
if it is continuous and bijective whose inverse is also continuous.
5.4. Remark. As in Remark 5.2, we may use Definition 5.3 and Example 4.5, to
define the notion of a simplicial S-motivic site for any simplicial sieve S. We may
use this definition together with the map τ0, to define the notion of a S0-motivic
site for any S0 P Sieveκ.
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5.5. Theorem. Let !םκ be a limit simplicial (partial) motivic site and let S be
a simplicial scheme. Then, !םS is also a limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic site
as defined in Definition 5.1. Moreover, when S is a simplicial sieve, !םS is a
(partial) S-motivic site supported on all limit simplicial S-schemes which are also
elements of !םS . Futhermore, this is enough to define its grothendieck ring Grp!םSq
(respectively, Grp!םSq).
Proof. Let S be any simplicial sieve. We first show that !םS is closed under prod-
ucts. Thus, let X‹ and Y‹ be two elements of !םS which are contained in two
limit simplicial sieves S‹ and S
1
‹, respectively, with base S. In particular, this
means that there are limit points z “ inj limX and z1 “ proj limX1 such that
S‹ “ proj limmPX Sm and S
1
‹ “ proj limm1PX1 S
1
m where Sm and Sm1 are naturally
contained in ∇q m S and ∇
q
m1 S, respectively. Thus, we set X
2 to be the point
system formed by mˆκ m
1 with m P X and m1 P X1 so that
(23) Sm ˆ S
1
m1
Ă∇q mˆm1 S.
Then it is immediate that the S‹ˆS
1
‹ “ proj limSmˆS
1
m1
is a limit simplicial sieve
with base S such that X‹ ˆ Y‹ is naturally contained in S‹ ˆ S
1
‹ ˆ pA
n`m
κ q
˝. Since
!םκ is a limit simplicial site, we have X‹ ˆ Y‹ P !םκ. Furthermore, it is clear that
we can define a !םκ-morphism from X‹ ˆ Y‹ to S‹ ˆ S
1
‹ by taking the product of
the morphisms X‹ Ñ S‹ and Y‹ Ñ S
1
‹. Since the projection of the products is
the product of the projections, this morphism will commute with the projection
S‹ ˆ S
1
‹ ˆ pA
n`m
κ q
˝ Ñ S‹ ˆ S
1
‹. Thus, !םS is closed under products.
Now, let X P LsShκ and let S be a simplicial scheme. We need to show that
!םS |X is a complete lattice. The fact that H and X are in !םS |X and the respective
minimum and maximum is obvious. Furthermore, it is clear that the union and
intersection of two elements of !םS |X is again an element of !םS |X .
This is enough to define the grothendieck group as nothing essential changes.
For good measure, we repeat the construction here. We denote the isomorphism
class (defined as a !םS-homeomorphism) of X‹ P !םS by xX‹y. Then, we denote by
Grp!םSq the free abelian group generated by xX‹y modulo the scissor relations
(24) xX‹ Y Y‹y ` xX‹ X Y‹y ´ xX‹y ´ xY‹y
when X‹ and Y‹ share the same ambient space X . We denote by rX‹s the residue
class of xX‹y in Grp!םSq. We define multiplication in Grp!םSq by rX‹s ¨ rY‹s :“
rX‹ ˆS Y‹s. Note that this makes rSs the multiplicative unit. 
5.6. Remark. The fiber product of sieves X ˆS Y is computed pointwise. There
is no problem here as the fiber product exists in the category of sets. We define
multiplication this way with the expressed purpose to make S the multiplicative
unit. This way we have a good notion of a relative leftschetz motive. More clearly,
we denote by pLSq‚, L‚, LS , or just L for the equivalence class of S ˆ A
1
κ.
5.7. Corollary. Let S be a simplicial scheme. Then LsSievesS and LsShS
are limit simplicial S-motivic sites. Thus, we may form their grothendieck rings
GrpLsSievesSq and GrpLsShSq, respectively. Also, MsSievesS is a limit sim-
plicial partial motivic site supported on all measurable simplicial S-schemes which
means that we may form its grothendieck ring GrpMsSievesSq. Moreover, given
any simplicial sieve S, LsSievesS , LsShS , and MsSievesS are partial motivic
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sites supported on all limit simplicial S-schemes (respectively, all measurable sim-
plicial S-schemes). Thus, we may form their grothendieck rings GrpLsSievesSq
GrpLsShSq, and GrpMsSievesSq.
5.8. Remark. Let S be a simplicial scheme Thus, the sets sSieveS and sShS
are simplicial S-motivic sites, and the sets SieveS , and ShS are S-motivic sites.
Therefore, we may form their grothendieck ringsGrpsSieveSq,GrpsShSq,GrpSieveSq,
and GrpShSq. Moreover, if S is a simplicial sieve, sSieveS and sShS are partial
motivic sites. Thus, we may also form their grothendieck rings: GrpsSieveSq and
GrpsShSq.
5.9. Theorem. Let !ם be a simplicial S-motivic site where S is any simplicial
scheme. Then, for all n P N, τnp!םqτnpSq is a τnpSq-motivic site. For all n P N,
there is a surjective ring homomorphism hn from Grp!םq to the simplicial category
of the category corresponding to the grothendieck ring Grpτnp!םqq.
Proof. It is clear that τnp!םq is a τnpSq-motivic site. The proof is exactly the same
as the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
5.10. Remark. Let S be a simplicial sieve. Let !ם be a simplicial S-motivic site such
that the collection of functors rns ÞÑ S ˆ Lqpnq, where q : N Ñ N is any set map,
whose equivalence classes which lie in !ם are such that they form a multiplicatively
stable set S. By somewhat abusing notation, we denote byGrp!םq
L‚
the localisation
of Grp!םq at the multiplicatively stable set formed of equivalence classes in Grp!םq
of elements of S.
5.11. Corollary. Let !ם be a simplicial motivic site where S is any simplicial scieve
such that the collection of functors rns ÞÑ SˆLqpnq, where q : NÑ N is any set map,
whose equivalence classes which lie in !ם are such that they form a multiplicatively
stable set S. Then for all n P N, hnpL‚q “ L where hn is the ring homomorphism
defined in the proof of Theorem 5.9. Thus, for all n P N, hn induces a surjec-
tive ring homomorphism from Grp!םq
L‚
to the simplicial category of the category
corresponding to Grpτnp!םqqL.
5.12. Definition. Let S be a simplicial scheme. We say that a limit simplicial
S-sieve X‹ is S-measurable if there is a non-negative real number Q such that
(25) µ„z,X,QpX‹q :“ ulimrXmsL
´rQ¨dim∇q mX s
is an element of the image of the diagonal ring homomorphism
(26) GrpsSieveSqL‚ Ñ
ź
„
GrpsSieveSqL‚
where „ is the ultrafilter on X which defines the term on the right-hand side of
Equation 41 as an ultra-limit and X is the base of X‹. Here L
´rQ¨dim∇q mX s is de-
fined to be the multiplicative inverse of the equivalence class of the simplicial scheme
defined by rns to A
´rQ¨dim∇n mX s
S . We denote this element by L
´rQ¨dim∇q mX s. We
temporarily denote the full subcategory of LsSievesS whose objects are all mea-
surable limit simplicial S-sieves as MsSievesS .
5.13. Proposition. The Definition 5.1 and Definition 41 are indeed the same. In
other words, there is an equivalence of categories betweenMsSievesS andMsSievesS.
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Proof. Let S be any simplicial scheme. Note thatMsSievesS includes intoMsSievesκ
and LsSievesS by definition. Thus, MsSievesS includes into MsSievesS . Thus,
we are left with showing that if X‹ is an element of MsSievesS , then it satisfies
Definition 41. This follows from the fact that there are injective ring homomor-
phisms
GrpsSieveSq ãÑ GrpsSieveκq
GrpSieveτ0pSqq ãÑ GrpSieveκq .
(27)

5.14. Definition. Let !ם be a simplicial (partial) S-motivic site where S is a sim-
plicial sieve. We denote by Lim!ם the full subcategory of LsSievesS formed of all
limit simplicial S-sieves whose base is in !ם. We denote by Mes !ם the full subcat-
egory of MsSievesS formed of all limit simplicial S-sieves whose base is in !ם. In
particular, we have natural containments
(28) !ם ĂMes !ם Ă Lim!ם .
5.15.Example. As a trivial example, it is easy to see that the category LimsSievesS
is naturally isomorphic to LSievesS and MessSievesS is naturally isomorphic to
MsSievesS for any simplicial sieve S. However, it should be noted that LimsShS
properly contains LsShS .
5.16.Proposition. If !ם is simplicial (partial) S-motivic site where S is a simplicial
sieve. Then, Lim!ם and Mes!ם are limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic sites.
Proof. This follows directly from the definitions. 
Let !ם be a limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic site for some simplicial scheme S.
There is a functor from !ם to sSieveS which associates to each object X‹ in !ם the
base X of X‹. We denote the image of this functor by Base !ם.
5.17. Proposition. If !ם is limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic site where S is a
simplicial sieve. Then, Base !ם is a simplicial (partial) S-motivic sites.
5.18. Proposition. Let S be a simplicial scheme. Let !ם be a simplicial (partial)
S-motivic site. Then, the limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic site BaseLim!ם is
natural isomorphic to !ם. Moreover, if !ם is a limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic
sites, then there is a natural inclusion
(29) !ם Ă LimBase!ם .
5.19. Definition. Let S be a simplicial scheme and let !ם be a limit simplicial
(partial) S-motivic site. We call the the limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic site
LimBase!ם the closure of !ם and denote it by ¯!ם. We say that !ם is closed if !ם “ ¯!ם.
Let f : S Ñ S 1 be a morphism in sSieveκ. We then have induced functors
f˚ : LsSievesS Ñ LsSievesS1 , rX‹ Ñ S‹s ÞÑ rX‹ Ñ pS
1q‹s
f˚ : LsSievesS1 Ñ LsSievesS , rX‹ Ñ pS
1q‹s ÞÑ rX‹ˆS1 ∇
q
z S Ñ∇
q
z Ss
(30)
5.20. Proposition. f˚ is the left-adjoint to f
˚.
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Proof. Let X‹ P LsSievesS and let Y‹ P LsSievesS1 . We send a morphism t :
f˚pX‹q Ñ Y‹ to the morphism obtained by applying the functor f
˚. Thus,
(31) rt : f˚pX‹q Ñ Y‹s ÞÑ rf
˚t : X‹ˆS1 ∇
q
z S Ñ Y‹ˆS1 ∇
q
z Ss
By definition of fiber product, this induces a morphism from X‹ to f
˚pY‹q. Now, we
construct an inverse to this set map. We send a morphism s : X‹ Ñ f
˚pY‹q to the
morphism obtained by applying the functor f˚. Thus, s is mapped to the pidˆfq˝s
which is a morphism from X‹ to Y‹ˆS1 ∇
q
z S
1 – Y‹. It is a straightforward exercise
to show that the bijection here is natural. 
5.21. Definition. Let S and S 1 be simplicial sieves. Let !םS (resp., !םS1) be a limit
simplicial (partial) S-motivic site (resp., S 1-motivic site). We say that a functor
(32) F : !םS Ñ !םS1
is a morphism of (partial) motivic sites if F pSq “ S 1, F pHq “ H, preserves prod-
ucts, and for all limit simplicial S-schemes X , the functor
(33) F |X : !םS |X Ñ !םS1 |F pXq
is a morphism of lattices where F pXq is the zariski closure4 of F pXq. A bijective
morphism of (partial) motivic sites whose set-theoretic inverse is also a morphism
of (partial) motivic sites which also defines an equivalence of categories is called an
isomorphism of motivic sites.
5.22. Theorem. Let S and S 1 be simplicial sieves. Let !םS (resp., !םS1) be a limit
simplicial (partial) S-motivic site (resp., S 1-motivic site). Let F : !םS Ñ !םS1 be a
morphism of motivic sites. This induces a ring homomorphism
(34) F : Grp!םSq Ñ Grp!םS1q .
If F is an surjective (resp., injective), then so is the induced ring homomorphism.
Moreover, if F is an isomorphism of motivic sites, then then the induced ring
homomorphism is an isomorphism of rings.
Proof. This is immediate. 
5.23. Corollary. Let f : S Ñ S 1 be a morphism in sSieveκ. Let !םS (resp., !םS1)
be a limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic site (resp., S 1-motivic site). Then, f˚ and
f˚ are morphisms of motivic sites between !םS and !םS1 . Thus, we have induced
ring homomorphisms
f˚ : Grp!םSq Ñ Grp!םS1q
f˚ : Grp!םS1q Ñ Grp!םSq .
(35)
5.24. Alternative construction. We present here a somewhat finer concept of
relative motivic sites. As of yet, we have defined a motivic site relative to some
simplicial sieve S. By definition, all limit simplicial sieves with base S are naturally
contained in ∇q z S for some limit point z. Thus, every element X‹ of !םS is contained
in∇q z SˆA
n
κ for some n and comes equipped with a structure morphism j : X‹ Ñ∇
q
z
S satisfying the properties of a limit simplicial sieve – i.e., it is a projective limit of
morphisms Xm ãÑ∇
q
m S where m run over X. Given a limit simplicial sieve S‹ with
base S, we may form the subset !םS‹ of !םS formed from all elements X‹ which are
4This is defined as the intersection of all limit simplicial schemes containing F pXq.
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naturally contained in S‹ ˆ A
n
κ. This subset is indeed a partial motivic site if we
define multiplication by X‹ ˆS‹ Y‹. Note that S‹ is the multiplicative unit in !םS‹ .
The results of this section carry over to these types of motivic sites. In particular,
Proposition 5.20, Theorem 5.22, and Corollary 5.23 have corresponding analogous
results.
6. Action of τ0
Let S P sSieveκ. There is a functor τn : sSieveS Ñ SieveS defined by sending
a simplicial S-sieve X‚ to the S-sieve Xn and a morphism of simplicial S-sieves
f‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚ to the morphism of S-sieves fn : Xn Ñ Yn.
6.1. Lemma. The functor τn : sSieveS Ñ SieveS is the left adjoint to the trivial
functor p´q‚ : SieveS Ñ sSieveS
Proof. Let X‚ P sSieveS and let Y P SieveS . Consider a morphism simplical
S-sieves t‚ : pYq‚ Ñ X‚. We send it to the morphism of S-sieves defined by
τnpt‚q “ tn : pYqn Ñ Xn. Note that pYqn “ Y. Thus, we have a surjective map of
sets
(36) Mor
sSieveS
ppYq‚,X‚q Ñ MorSieveS pY, τnpX‚qq .
Likewise, we define an inverse to this map by sending a morphism of S-sieves
s : Y Ñ Xn to the morphism of simplicial S-sieves defined by psqn : pYq‚ Ñ pXnq‚.
It is immediate that this is the inverse. The fact that these bijections are natural
is a simple exercise. 
6.2. Corollary. The functors τn : sSieveS Ñ SieveS are naturally isomorphic.
Proof. This is by uniqueness of left adjoints. 
6.3. Remark. As a result of Corollary 6.2, we may often work just with the functor
τ0. When we restrict to a (partial) S-motivic site, sometimes this result will not
hold.
6.4. Proposition. The functor τn : sSieveS Ñ SieveS induces a surjective ring
homomorphism
(37) Grp!םq Ñ Grpτnp!םqq
where !ם is a limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic site and where τnp!םq is the limit
(partial) τnpSq-motivic site defined by the image of !ם under τn. If !ם is strictly
schemic; then this is an isomorphism of rings with inverse induced from the trivial
functor p´qbullet if both of these functors are full and faithful.
Proof. This is immediate. 
6.5. Corollary. Let !ם be a limit (partial) S0-motivic site for some sieve S0. Then
p!םq‚ is a limit simplicial (partial) pS0q‚-motivic site. Futhermore, there is an
isomorphism
(38) Grpp!םq‚q Ñ Grp!םq
Note that in this case τn are all naturally isomorphic.
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6.6. Remark. The obstruction to Grp!םq Ñ Grpτnp!םqq being an isomorphism is
that in general every morphism of simplicial sieves will not arrise from applying
p´q‚ to a morphism of sieves and that there can be more than one morphism of
simplicial sieves which are sent to the same morphism of sieves under τn.
Let S be a simplicial scheme. We say that an element of Sieveτ0pSq is measurable
if it is an element of τ0pMsSievesSq. As τ0psSieveSq “ Sieveτ0pSq, this is enough
to define the notion for all relative limit sieves.
Let S be a simplicial scheme. Let !םS be a limit simplicial (partial) S-motivic
site. For each n, let !םSn “ τnp!םSq. Let G‚ be the simplicial category defined by
rns ÞÑ !םSn with face maps pdnq˚ and degeneracy maps psnq˚. Also, let H‚ be the
cosimplicial category defined by rns ÞÑ !םSn with face maps pdnq
˚ and degeneracy
maps psnq
˚. Then, by the simplicial yoneda embedding, the category formed by
the collection of functors from ∆˝ to SieveS defined by !םS is naturally equivalent
to G‚ and naturally anti-equivalent to H‚. Thus, there are two possible ways to
endow !םS with the structure of a simplicial category.
Likewise, let G‚ be the simplicial ring defined by rns ÞÑ Grp!םSnq with face maps
pdnq˚ and degeneracy maps psnq˚. Also, let H‚ be the simplicial ring defined by
rns ÞÑ Grp!םSnq with face maps pdnq
˚ and degeneracy maps psnq
˚. We call G‚ the
simplicial grothendieck ring of !םS and H‚ the cosimplicial grothendieck ring of !םS .
6.7. Remark. We note that all of these results generalize to the case of 8-simplicial
sets – that is, functors from
ś8
i“1∆
o Ñ Sets.
7. Specialization to schemic motivic measures
Let S be a simplicial sieve. We have already noted that sSieveS ĂMsSievesS .
Moreover, for any fat point m, we have the function
(39) pX,mq ÞÑ µ
„
m,tmu,0pXq “ r∇
q
m Xs
which after post-composing with τ0 yields the motivic measure defined in [2]. Also,
the function which sends a triple pX, X,mq to
(40) pX, X,mq ÞÑ µ„1
Specpκq,tSpecpκqu,0pXq ¨ µ
„2
m,tmu,1pXq
is the function denoted by X ÞÑ
ş
XdmX in loc. cit. after post-composing with τ0.
This covers all finite motivic measures studied in loc. cit.
In [3], the notion of a z-stable scheme X where z is an infinite limit point with
point system X was defined and studied. It is clear that X is measurable and that
τ0pµz,X,1pXAqq is the motivic measure denoted in [3] by µzpAq where A is z-stable
subset of ∇zX where XA is the limit sieve defined by Xm “ pi
z
mppAq‚q for each m P X
where pizm is the natural map from ∇
q
z X to ∇
q
m X . Following my work in loc. cit.,
we define the notion of a laxly S-measurable limit simplicial sieve as follows.
7.1. Definition. Let S be a simplicial sieve. We say that a limit simplicial S-sieve
X‹ is laxly S-measurable if there is a non-negative real number Q such that
(41) µ„
z,X,Q,lpX‹q :“ ulimrXmsL
´rQ¨dim∇q mX s´lpmq
is an element of the image of the diagonal ring homomorphism
(42) GrpsSieveSqL‚ Ñ
ź
„
GrpsSieveSqL‚
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where „ is the ultrafilter on X which defines the term on the right-hand side of
Equation 41 as an ultra-limit and X is the base of X‹ and l is some set map from
X to N. Here L´rQ¨dim∇
q
mX s is defined to be the multiplicative inverse of the
equivalence class of the simplicial scheme defined by rns to A
´rQ¨dim∇n mX s
S . We
denote the full subcategory of LsSievesS whose objects are all laxly measurable
limit simplicial S-sieves as slaxS . If we choose to fix the function l, we can form
the subcategory MsSieveslS of all objects of slaxS . Thus, slaxS “ YlMsSieves
l
S .
7.2. Remark. It is straightfoward to show that slaxS is a limit simplicial partial
S-motivic sites for any simplicial sieve S.
Again, following [3], if X is a z-laxly stable scheme, then τ0pµ
„
z,X,1,lpXAqq is the
motivic measure denoted in [3] by µl
z
pAq where A is z-laxly stable subset of ∇zX
where XA is the limit sieve defined by Xm “ pi
z
mppAq‚q. This exhaust the infinite
schemic motivic measures studied in loc. cit.
7.3. Indexed families. Let W be a category and consider the simplicial category
sW of W formed by all covariant functors from ∆˝ Ñ W. Forgetting the face
and degeneracy maps in sW gives us the category of all diagrams from a natural
numbers to W. In other words, it is the category formed by families of objects wi
of W indexed by i P N. We denote this category by iW. Applying this forgetful
functor to the simplicial categories within this paper yields a theory of measurable
indexed motivic sites relative to an indexed family of limit sieves. Most of the
results in this paper do not utilize the face and degeneracy maps. Therefore, by
abstract non-sense, the definitions and results carry over to this context without
issue.
8. Toplogical realization
To each object A of sSet, we have the associated topolgical space
(43) |A| “ lim
∆nÑA
|∆n|
where |∆n| is the topological n-simplex. Moreover, this defines a functor | ´ | from
sSet to CGHaus where CGHaus is the category of compactly generated hausdorff
topological spaces. We may extend this to a functor sSieveκ to FuncpFatκ,GCHausq
by defining |X|pmq “ |Xpmq|. This functor preserves unions, intersections products
– i.e. we have
|X Y Y|pmq “ |X|pmq Y |Y|pmq
|X X Y|pmq “ |X|pmq X |Y|pmq
|X ˆ Y|pmq “ |X|pmq ˆ |Y|pmq .
(44)
Thus, given a motivic site !ם, we can form the associated topological motivic site,
denoted by |!ם|, as the small subcategory of CGHaus whose objects are |X| for
X P sSieveκ whose morphisms are all morphisms in CGHaus of the form |f | :
|X| Ñ |Y| where f : X Ñ Y is a morphism in sSieveκ. Note that | ´ | sends !ם-
homeomorphisms to (topological) homeomorphisms which are in |!ם|. Thus, we can
form the grothendieck ring of the topological motivic site Grp|!ם|q in the analogous
way to the simplicial sieve case.
Of related interest, we have notion of homotopic maps in |!ם|: we say that two
maps f and g are !ם-homotopic if there exists a homotopyH : |X|ˆr0, 1s Ñ |Y|
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that Hp´, tq is a morphism in |!ם| for all t. Then, if we denote the equivalence class
of X P !ם up to homotopy by xXyh, we can form the free abelian group generated
by symbols xXyh with X P !ם. Here the equivalence relation is X „ Y if and only if
|X| is !ם-homotopic to |Y|. Moding out by scissor relations we form the homotopy
grothendieck ring Grhp!םq of !ם. We form the cooresponding topological homotopy
grothendieck ring Grhp|!ם|q in the analogous way. Furthermore, we say that a limit
κ-sieve X‹ is measurable up to !ם-homotopy if if there is a non-negative real number
Q such that
(45) µ„z,X,QpX‹q :“ ulimrXmsL
´rQ¨dim∇q mX s
is an element of the image of the diagonal ring homomorphism
(46) GrhpsSieveκqL‚ Ñ
ź
„
GrhpsSieveκqL‚
where „ is some ultrafilter.
Given any motivic site !ם, there is a surjective ring homomorphism
(47) Grhp!םq Ñ Grp!םq
Thus, if X is measurable up to !ם-homotopy, then it is measurable.
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